NATURES VIVANTES
A l a b a st er an d lan d scap es

When Alain Ellouz discovers David Chambard’s paintings, he is immediately
enchanted by the world he depicts, his taste for open spaces and the fluidity of
his brush strokes. This encounter sparks Alain Ellouz’s desire to incorporate these
creations into his new showroom in New York. David is onboard for the adventure.
The paintings arrive to the Spring Street space for the opening in june 2018.
During the showroom photo shoots, Christel is struck by the throb of the vibrations
between the lighting fixtures and the paintings. The resonance between the stone’s
texture and veins and David’s landscapes is palpable. This sensation drives her
to use her photographic eye to explore the pulse that emanates from the painter’s
workshop, delving into the heart of David’s creative process. The photography
captures the union between the stone and the painting. The images contrast the two
artistic approaches: the sculpture of alabaster stone in pure form and paintings
inspired by the elements - pristine springs, mysterious undergrowth, raging
waterfalls, moonlight.
Novel poetic suggestions emerge from these photographs just as they pay homage
to the history of painting, English landscapes, Oriental paper lanterns and still life
transformed by the touch of light found in “Natures vivantes”.
The collection of Christel Martin’s photographs in this booklet are a chronicle of this
vibrant encounter, with a common theme: Atelier Alain Ellouz’s alabaster creations.

Christel Martin
Photographer

After studying at the Ecole Louis Lumière, Christel Martin decides to continue
her studies of photography and fine arts. She experiments with visual boundaries
through images of a closed window . Inspired by the White on White composition
by Malevitch, she explores all the possibilities by photographing a square piece of
white tissue. In 1988, between Montreal and New York, she covers stories,
photographs live performances and exhibits her work. Christel returns to France
and collaborates with communication and event agencies as a photographer or
project manager.
In 1994, she creates her own communication agency in Morocco, where she covers
several stories in the spheres of industry and fishery.
In 1997, she leaves for Burundi, amid its civil war. Here, she creates dialog between
her images and the words of Burundi authors, which gives birth to an exhibition
and a book entitled ‘Un autre Burundi - images et parole au service de la paix’,
in English, ‘A different Burundi - images and words in the name of peace’.
She gets involved with ‘Maison Shalom’, an association devoted to dialog and efforts
to rebuild the country. She writes a memoir about its founder, Maggy, entitled
‘La haine n’aura pas la dernier mot’, in English, ‘Hate will not have the last word’
(ed. Albin Michel).
In 2005, Christel Martin joins her partner Alain Ellouz in creating the Atelier Alain
Ellouz and becomes the associate director and official photographer of the AAE
creations.

David Chambard
Painter

Born in Tunisia, David Chambard comes of age in France where he studies at the
Beaux Arts de Paris. Successively exploring disciplines in fine arts, sculpture,
artistic painting and ceramics, David develops a passion for new frontiers and the
notion of freedom. In the 1980’s, he leaves Paris for New York, where he remains
for 15 years. Pine Hill, in Upstate New York, becomes his home, and it is there
that he discovers a keen interest in the Americas as it relates to Native Americans.
The region, nestled in the heart of the Catskill Mountains, is teeming with “rolling
thunder storms” and legends that are to inspire his paintings and steer him towards
other horizons. Against this backdrop, often immersed in nature, he spends time
fly fishing and begins to paint meditative landscapes, with a realist and dreamlike
touch.
From his “domestic” paintings to his mural sculptures made from tin cans, David
Chambard’s pieces are resolutely eclectic. With vibrant movement, David continually explores new territories; he can be bold, jovial or solemn. Regularly an
artist-in-residence in China, he pursues new techniques such as ceramics. His work
is driven by a poetic desire, the notion of existential freedom and a constant search
for harmony with the universe.

Fate would have it that David and Christel are both born on the 27th of July.
In 2018, on this date, the moon, the earth and the sun were in rare alignment.
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Atelier Alain Ellouz
Paris - London - New-York

Atelier Alain Ellouz is an exceptional creative art workshop, specializing in two magnificent
materials: alabaster and rock crystal. As genuine stone craftsmen, Atelier Alain Ellouz create
lighting fixtures, furniture and custom projects in collaboration with the world’s most talented
designers.
Using sleek designs and organic shapes, Atelier Alain Ellouz unveils the extraordinary richness
of these two materials in a true celebration of nature’s beauty.

